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The Advent® helmet offers paramedics, emergency medical 
technicians, industrial hazard response teams, and search and rescue 
personnel a revolutionary new concept in head protection. Available 
in two models, Advent® offers a variety of special benefits. 

)JHIMZ�1SPUFDUJWF
Advent® offers top, front, side, and rear impact and penetration 
protection. This level of head protection is essential for emergency 
response professionals who are involved in everything from 
vehicle extrication to rope rescue. Advent® meets or exceeds all 
requirements of ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2014, Type II, Class E & G. 

$PNGPSUBCMF
At just over 25 ounces (709g), Advent® is half the weight of 
conventional firefighter helmets and is the same weight as many 
climbing helmets. Its compact design with no rear brim improves 
freedom of movement both in and out of emergency vehicles and 
confined spaces. A crown pad and a soft, replaceable, foam-backed 
vinyl brow pad provide extra comfort.

&BTZ�"EKVTUNFOU
The Advent® adjustable Sure-Lock® ratchet suspension (ADRTSL) 
makes it easy to size instantly.

Economical
Advent® is affordable. In fact, it’s less than half the price of 
conventional fire helmets. 

"EBQUBCMF 
 

Advent® can be equipped with a variety of accessories, including 
faceshields, ear/neck protectors, and hearing protectors.

&BTZ�UP�$VTUPNJ[F
Advent® is designed as part of the professional’s standard uniform. 
Both models are available in five colors and may be customized 
with pad printed logos, decals, and reflective stripes. Logos may be 
printed using up to six colors in as many as eight different locations.
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Available Colors

Advanced Head Protection
Advent® Helmet

www.bullard.com
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"�4� ��������Advent® Helmet with 2-point Chinstrap
� � �������t�1PMZDBSCPOBUF�BMMPZ�TIFMM�
� � �������t��.FFUT�PS�FYDFFET�"/4*�*4&"�;����������5ZQF�**� 

Class E & G requirements
� ����������t�"#4�BOE�&14�GPBN�DPSF�JNQBDU�MJOFS
� ����������t�'PBN�CBDLFE�WJOZM�DSPXO�QBE�BOE�SFQMBDFBCMF� 
            brow pad
� ����������t�"#4�JOOFS�TIFMM
� ����������t���QPJOU�4VSF�-PDL��SBUDIFU�TVTQFOTJPO�	ADRTSL)
� ����������t���QPJOU�DIJOTUSBQ�XJUI�EJFMFDUSJD�RVJDL�SFMFBTF� 
           buckle (A110)
� ����������t�$BTF�RVBOUJUZ������NJOJNVN�PSEFS���

A2S         Advent® Helmet with 3-point Cradle Chinstrap
                    Same as Model A1 above with
� � �������t���QPJOU�DSBEMF�DIJOTUSBQ�XJUI�EJFMFDUSJD�RVJDL�SFMFBTF�CVDLMF�	A110) 
� � �������t�$BTF�RVBOUJUZ������NJOJNVN�PSEFS���

"EWBODFE�)FBE�1SPUFDUJPO���"EWFOU®�)FMNFU

1. Tough Thermoplastic Outer Shell: Provides 
superior impact and penetration protection over 
a wide range of temperatures.

2. ABS and Foam Core Inner Shell: Protects by 
distributing forces of impact over a wide area.

3. 2- or 3-point Chinstrap with Quick-Release 
Buckle: Provides safety, versatility, and security.

4. Sure-Lock® Ratchet Headband: Offers quick 
adjustment and great fit.

5. 8-point Crown Strap System: Gives stability and 
comfort to the end-user.

6. Decals and Pad Printing: Customize your helmet 
with a Bullard decal on the front or sides. Pad 
printing is available in 8 locations.

7.  Shell available in 5 colors. 

8.   Expanded Polystyrene Foam Core: Reduces the 
possibility of serious head injury by helping to 
absorb forces of impact.
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877-BULLARD (285-5273) t International calls +1-859-234-6616


